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MSWE,
VOLUME 5.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, MAY 27 1907

AND STILL
NO JURY

weight, will fight twenty rounds before the National Sporting club of
London this evening. Bowker is a fa-vorite with London sporting men and
is believed to be certain of getting the
decision. According to Bowkers man
ager, if tne little fighter Is successful in tonight's decision he will take
the first liner to America and will attempt to arrange a battle with Abe
Attell for the world's featherweight
championship, to take place in Los
Angeles in June or July.

i
j

RAILROAD

TO TORRANGE

Transfers of Realty.
DAY OF THE
THE THIRTEENTH
The following deeds have been fil STREET CAR MAN WOULD PRO
MOTE NARROW GUAGE INANOTHed for record in the office of Probate
HAYWOOD TRIAL AND
Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
STEAD OF LOCAL SYSTEM
ER VENIRE IS NEEDED.
Walter H. Weatherby to Mary J. Ks
tes, for $10 and an agreement to lo
cate a hotel thereon, lot 13, block 2
Boaz.
John A. Roper and wife to J. M.
Dickson, for $1 a tract of 32 acres in
rights from the Crow & LOCAL MEN
SUBSCRIBE
ADJOURN UNM. FRIDAY Garrett and
ditches.
Lula Dickson and husband to Her
bert Fitzgerald, for $1,500, same pro
perty as above.
J. E. Allen and wife to Lela Brown
for $4,000. lot 6 in Haynes's subdivi
SE quarter of the SE quar-te- Narrow Guage Railroad to Torrance
The Trial of Mayor Schmitz, of San sion ofof the
0
24.
Would Be the Forerunner of a Stan
Francisco, Resumed This Morning.
B. J. Sheridan and others to John
T. McClure, for $50, a one-inc- h
water dard Railroad, It is Thought, and
Six Jurors Have Been Secured.
Would Be an Improvement in Itself.
Lawyer Delmas Engaged by Other right from a well on lot 6. block 7
Roswell to flow on lot 13, same block
Grafters.
Samuel P. Glover and wife to J. R
Cothran, for $1,000 the west half of
lot 28, Fairview, a tract of five acres
with right from Eureka or Stone
ditch.
E. S. Alnutt, of Salina, Kan., the
Much Improvement on Cutoff.
man who is here endeavoring to pro
Boise. Idaho. May 27. With 26 perClarence Ullery returned Saturday mote a Roswell street car system, has
sons, including twelve talesmen, seatnight from a three weeks' trip to had two more meetings with the Com
ed inside the bar as spectators, the
Texico and points along the Belen mercial Club's committee and other
trial of W. D. Haywood was resumed Cut-ofHe went to look for locations
today. This is the thirteenth day of for more stores for the Ullery Furni- citizens with the result that he will
to put through a proposition
the trial. It is probable that court ture Co., but has taken no steps tow endeavor
for a railroad from Roswell to Tor.will adjourn some time today. Anoth- ard establishing any as yet. He states
rather than a strictly local syser special renire will be summoned, that the country along the new road rance,
tem.
plan is to build a narrow
The
and If this is done count probably will is booming and that lots of building guage railroad
and equip it with mo
adjourn until Friday, as the venire is now in progress. He says that the
cars
and operate it with
cannot be brought together In time road from Texico to Amarillo has gasoline.
and been
for the session Wednesday,
practically, as but little
are
Favorable to the proposition
Thursday is a legal holiday.
is being used, and the expense of building, equipment
of the old road-beperThe state exercised its ninth
the new route is almost straight and
much
emptory challenge this morning, dis- without grades. Some big fills and and operation, which would foe guage,
less than that of a standard
11:40
the
Henry
At
missing
Curtis.
cuts were made to accomplish this
use of motor cars, which would
defense passed finally Juror Harmon end. It is Mr. Ullery's opinion that the
be less expensive than steam engines
Cox.
it will not be long before the trains and cars, and the building of grades,
to Texico will be running on sched- which would not be as laborious as
GRAFTER
OF
TRIAL
ule time. Then the trains on the Pe if it were a standard road.
SCHMITZ RESUMED. cos Valley
branch cannot help but
A narrow guage
railroad would
San Francisco, . May 27. The trial run on
The branch will termi- supply all the needs of passengers. It
time.
towas
resumed
of Mayor Schmitz
Texnate at Clovis, eight miles from
would necessitate the
day, the examination of talesmen be- ico.
from Torrance of all freight, but coal
ing continued. Six jurors have already
is the principal commodity
needed
been obtained.
Killed Copperhead at Station.
from that quarter, and a chute at
Delphin M. Delmas has been engagon
Ferguson.
the
W. S.
brakeman
ed to defend T. V. Halsey and Louis Ptcos Valley & North Eastern, tells Torrance would make loading not
story
interesting
an
of how he killed more than fifty cents on the car adPaGlass, two of the officials of the
copperhead snake at the ditional cost.
and Tele- a two-focific States Telephone
ladies' entrance to the railway station
Nearly all the roads of Colorado
graph Co., indicted for bribery. He at four o'clock last Thursday morning
made his first appearance in court He had just come in from a run. were once narrow guage. Some of
Walking by a coiled snake at the en- them are still in this class and their
this morning.
trance of the door he thought that equipment can be made as fine as
some of the railroad men had put that of the standard guage. In ColoINCREASED WAGES FOR
rubber snake there to fool him. He rado the narrow guage has been the
COTTON MILL WORKERS. awaved
his lantern at the reptile and
Boston. Moss.. May 27. An advance it struck,
of nearly all its standard
hitting the lantern squarely.
in wages of 10 per cent, becomes ef- Disillusioned
as to the reality of the railroads. It would no doubt be the
fective today in all the important cotpropo
ton mill centers of southern New Eng snake. Mr. Ferguson secured a pole case in the Roswell-Torranc- e
land, affecting nearly 100,000 opera- and killed it.
sition.
tives. A substantial increase in the
Mr. Alnutt favors running the line
The Wool Market.
price of cotton goods "will result from
south
That
from here to Artesia.
origisteady.
movement
27.
May
advance.
The
Wool
the
St. Louis,
nated with the Fall River mills, where Territory and Western mediums, 20 would be a good proposition, for Ar
about 35.000 persons are employed.
fine 15 tesia people and those living between
24; fine medium,
The 30,000 operatives of New Bedford
here and there would undoubtedly
17.
and the 25.000 employes of Rhode Isput up the additional cost.
land and eastern Connecticut mills
The estimate on the cost of a nar
will also profit by the advance as well
Live Stock Market.
as the 10.000 working people in the
City, May 27. Cattle re row guage to Torrance, as put up by
Kansas
print mills of the New Hampshire, ceipts, 8.000. Market steady to strong. Mr. Alnutt, is $400,000. He says that
Maine and Canada.
Southern steers, 3.505.25; southern f the people here will raise $100,000
Governor to Award Diplomas.
cows, 2.50 3.75; stock ers and feed- he will see to the raising of the rest
Baton Rouge, La.. May 27. Gover- ers, 3.505.00;
bulls, 2.754.60; and the building of the road. Sub
nor Newton C. Blanchard will award calves, 3.75 6.00; western fed steers, scribers will be notified that if the
the diplomas to the graduates of South
road is not built, they will not lose
western Louisiana Industrial insti- 4.255.60; western fed cows, 3.00
their money, but will lose ten per
tute at the commencement day exer- 4.65;
Colonel R. G. Pleassubscriptions for ex
cises
6,000. Muttons, 5.50 cent of their
receipts,
Sheep
ant of Shreveport. will deliver an adpenses
promoting
the proposition.
in
wethrange
8.60;
6.50
lambs,
6.75;
dress and James B. Aswell. state superintendent of education, will present ers, 4.257.25; fed ewes, 3.506.75 Already $40,0000 has been placed on
the subscription list with no particuthe medals.
J. A. Graham returned last night lar effort. One conservative business
Dedicate Masonic Temple.
from Corpus Christi, .where he ac- man is known to have said that he
Guthrie. Okla., May 27. Formal de- companied his wife, who went for the would give $3,000, and it is known
completed
recently
dication of the
$75,000 addition to the Scottish Rite benefit of iier health, seeking a lower that if necessary he swill increase his
temple in this city will be the fea- altitude. He left Mrs. Graham getting subscription to $5,000. Stock will be
ture of the spring reunion of the along nicely in comfortable quarters issued for the subscriptions in case
Scottish Rite Masons of this district in the large sanitarium near Corpus the
road is built.
which toegan today. The meeting will
The Commercial Club's committee
extend through three days and will Christi. Mr. Graham says southern
be made notable by a number of Texas is a beautiful country, but not is .working on t.ie proposed roaa. ii
elaborate entertainments and social as pretty as Roswell and the Pecos Roswell get a railroad, she will have
affairs. The new addition to the tem- Valley.
to be the one that puts it in. The peo
ple equals in cost the main building
ple might as well begin to lift.
EVEItself and makes It one of the finest
AND
EAT YOUR MORNING
NING MEALS A LA CARTE AT THE
edifices of its kind in the Southwest.
"GRILL CAFE." OUR NOONDAY PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
TO SPEAK AT LANSING.
LUNCHEONS ARE SERVED TABLE
Santa Fa Freight Sale.
Lansing, .Mich., May 27. President
Topeka, Kan.. May 27. A sale of D'HOTE FOR ONLY 25c WHY
be the principal speakthousands of consignments of nnclaim WALK HOME FOR YOUR DINNERS Roosevelt will
celebration of
the semi-annued freight accumulated by the Santa THRU THE HOT SUN, WHEN YOU er atMichigan
college and
Agricultural
Fe railway began today and has at- CAN GO TO THE "GRILL CAFE" the
arrangements
are being
FINEST 25c elaborate
tracted bidders from many cities. The AND ENJOY THE
made by the students, faculty and citarticles, to be sold range from boxes LUNCH YOU EVER ATE IN
izens for his reception. The celebra
of toothpicks to organs and pianos,
tion began today and will last until
and aggregate many thousand dollars
M. R- - Kirkley. who has been em- Friday, when the president is expectIn value.
Leadployed at the store of the Roswell ed to arrive from Indianapolis.
Drug & Jewelry Company, left Satur- ing educators from prominent colWinona Methodist Institute.
over
the
all
Winona, Minn., May 27. The Wino- day night for Carlsbad, where he has leges andwilluniversities
take part in the week's
na Methodist Ministerial institute 'be- a similar position. His wife will fol- country
program.
legislature
state
has
The
gan today at Dodge Center, with a low this week.
made a liberal appropriation to cover
o
large attendance of clergymen. The
expenses.
The president's visit
the
Hotel Gibson For Rent.
principal addresses will be made toy
renter for Hotel Gibson to will be a hurried one. as he will arrive
the Rev. Dr. Anderson, secrtary of Wanted,
possession June 7th. 1907. For Friday morning and leaves late in the
the Educational society of the Meth- take
particulars apply to E. C Higgins, afternoon.
odist Episcopal church.
The Michigan Agricultural college
67tf
Artesia, N. M.
was
established fifty years ago and
To Electrocute Negro.
was tne pioneer institution of its
Lebanon, C May 27. Henr-- J White
kind In the United States. Today It
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
negro, convicted of murderl jr Maris generally admitted to be the great
Report.)
(Local
on
George
of
Baaore
shal
FreJin,
agricultural college in the world.
Roswell, N. M.. May 27. Tempera-tore- . est majority
October 30 last, will be '
of the leading agriculturtog reWednesday, the governor
Max., 75; mtn., 46; mean, 60. A
al authorities of the country are now
Icutlon . Precipitation. 00; wind N.. velocity among
fused to Interfere with t
its graduates. Its mechanical
te cre
of the seentence. White'
and women s departments and snort
t
time, 3 miles; weather cloudy.
ai
ated
courses in dairying and forestry have
threatening to culminate V lynch
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
also become famous.
ing.
Showers tonight and Tuesday; staIn the Michigan constitution of 1850
temperature.
tionary
provision was made for the founding
Bowker May Come to A
M. WRIGHT.
of an agricultural college, and this
London. May 27. Joe
was put into effect by the state leg- Official la Chair.
urtMOU, una uw Engm
31-1-

f.

tor-pow- er

d

ot

fore-runn-

2021;

ROS-WEL-

Bne

74

NUMBER

The Grill Cafe.

WHERE QUALITY COUNTS

Jim

1EOMB

DAILY
islature in 1855. A tract of 676 acres
of land three miles from the city of
Lansing was set apart for the insti
tution, which was formally inaugurat
ed in 1857.
At the present time nearly 1,000 stu
dents are being educated here. The
college receives from the state an an
nual appropriation of $12a,000, the
general government also appropriating
a considerable sum for its support.

IMMENSE

CASE.
Washington, May 27. On behalf of
the state of Kansas, Solicitor General
Hoyt today entered a motion in the
Supreme Court of the United States
for leave to file petition for a rehearing of the Kansas-Coloradcase
which was decided by the court two
weeks ago in the interest of Colorado
CONVICTED PRISONERS
RECEIVE SENTENCE.
All the defendants in Territorial
cases who have either pleaded guilty
or were found guilty by juries during
the "present session of district court,
except one, were sentenced this aft
ernoon at 2:30, as follows:
Lon Reynolds, pleaded guilty to the
larceny of a calf from the Cass Land
& Cattle Co., the minimum, one year
in the penitentiary and a fine of $500
and costs.
Frank Hayes, found guilty by jury
of procuring money with fraudulent
checks, to serve out two ears and the
costs in the penitentiary.
J. W. Dodson, found guilty by jury
of uttering forged cheek, one year in
the county jail and sentence suspend
ed during good ibehavior.
Jim Wilson, found guilty of picking
the pocket of an old man, one year
in the penitentiary, wth costs.
T. Edwards, found guilty of carry
ing, handling in a threatening manner
and flourishing a deadly weapon, one
year and six months In the peniten
tiary, with costs.
Arch Parker, pleaded guilty to the
larceny of a bicycle, six months in
the county jail.
pleaded guilty to
C. A. Puntley,
charge of assault and battery, fined
$100 and costs.
Jim West, who was found guilty of
receiving horses he knew to be stolen,
was not sentenced, as a 'motion for
a new trial was filed.
The trial of civil cases was taken
up in district court this morning. The
case of SC. C. Smith against Darius
g
contract, .was
Hicks, on a
taken up and occupied most of the
'
court's time today.
1.
Drilling on Southwestern No.
Drilling on Southwestern No. 1, the
first oil prospect well of the Southwestern Oil Co., was started at nine
A hard
o'clock Saturday morning.
formation that gave the drillers trouble was struck just eight feet down.
The work will be pushed regardless
of difficulties, however. Five hundred
dollars worth of casing was sent out
this morning.
Steamer Aground.
Detroit, Mich., May 27. A dispatch
from Port Austin says the steamer
B. F. Bielman and the barge McLeach- en ran aground at Port Austin early
crew had
today. At noon a
taken off the crew of the barge and
gone back for the crew of the Bielman. The boats are said to be breaking tip.
Sale of Estray Horses.
By order of the Cattle Sanitary
Board of New Mexico, and in accordance with Sec. 223. Compiled Laws of
New Mexico, I will sell at public auction to the highest bidder, unless
sooner claimed by the owner, one
brown mare, sixteen hands high, nine
or ten years old, branded with lazy
"E" on right thigh, and "R" on right
jaw; also one yearling filley,

A

CAPITAL

BILLION

A

NEW HEARING IN THE

REBELLION

COMBINE

NEW ENGLAND MILL
OPERATIVES GET INCREASE.
Boston, Mass., May 27. The wages
ROAD
PLANS
thousand mill operatives PENNSYLVANIA
of eighty-fiv- e
HUGE COMBINATION WITH
in New England were increased ten
NEW ENGLAND ROADS.
per cent today. In some districts
agreements have not been reached,
but it is expected that an increase
will be given next month to many
more mills.
KANSAS-COLORAD-

land-rentin-

life-savin- g

Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office
on Main street, at 3 p. m., June 24,
1907.
L. "J. RICHARDS.
Inspector Dist. No. 5.
(mon. 7
t4.)
To Fight for Hondo Water.
W. M. Reed, as representative of
the government, and Mrs. L. C. Klas-ner- ,

rights

representing her water
from the Hondo river at Pleach o, left
on the auto yesterday for Alamogordo
to attend the trial of a case in which
the Hondo water is the bone of con
tention.
Word has come of the death of
Mrs. W. R. Guerrant, at Denver last
week. Mrs. Guerrant came here
6 from Danville, Va., seeking
cure for consumption. She went to
Jan-nar-

Denver April 23.
Half a Block Burned.
Lovelock, Nev, May 27. Half a
block of Main street buildings burned today. One unknown man was
burned to death. The loss is $75,000.
No insurance.

This Colossal Merger Will Be Known
as the Greater Pennsylvania System and Will Have Through Connec
tions to New Orleans and Mobile.

Chicago,

A dispatch

to
Washington
says: "While the eyes of the whole
country have been centered on E. H
Harriman as the master manipulator
of the railroad world, a greater and
more extensive
combination of rail
road interests has been in process of
perfection until now plans are matur
ed for public declaration. More than
one thousand million dollars capital
merger
is involved. This colossal
when perfected will be known as the
Greater Pennsylvania System. It will
embrace practically all the railroad
mileage in New England, together
with the present Pennsylvania lines
with through connections to New Orleans and Mobile.

the

Inter-Ocea-

May

n

27.

from

five o'clock Sunday afternoon, and al
though Mrs. Van Cleve is laid up with
a severely sprained back, the two
children escaped uninjured. The Van
Cleve family were taking a drive and
were passing over the crossing at the
Stone store corner, 5th and Missouri,
when the accident occurred. As the
buggy hit the crossing the back seat
broke loose and let the occupants
pitch backward to the ground.
At
first it was thought that Mrs. Van
ATTACK AND
Cleve was dangerously hurt. She was REVOLUTIONISTS
ASSASSINATE MANY OFFIcarried to the nearby home of J. R.
Dendinger, but later was taken to the
CIALS AND OTHERS.
home of her father, W. A. Caldwell
on North Pecos avenue, where she
is now confined to her bed.

IN CHINA

HUNTING THE ASSASSINS
OF ARMENIAN PRIEST
New York, May 27. Up to an early
hour today, although they had thor
oughly scoured the Armenian district
of the city for suspects, the police
had failed to make any arrests in
connection with the murder of the
Armenian priest, identified as Father
Kasper, whose body doubled up in a
trunk was found Sunday in a small
apartment at 333 West 37th street.
Three Armenians, two of whom lodg
ed in the tenement where the body
was found, are suspected. Investigation
revealed the fact that the murder
might have been due to the exposure
recently of an attempt to usurp the
throne by a pretender who is suppos
ed to be in Jersey City. The story is
said to have been given out by the
priest.
ADVANCE

o
IN MEAT

PRICES EXPECTED.
Chicago, May 27. Meat prices may
jump skyward this week, unless the
beef trust recedes from its recently
announced intention to delay payment
on certain live stock purchased until
they have passed the government post
mortem examination. The packers notified the commission firms that beginning this week they would no
longer stand the loss on condemned
cattle, and that in order to protect
themselves they found it necessary
A GOOD WORD FOR
THE MILITARY INSTITUTE. to refuse payment "on cow stuff" un
The Santa Fe New Mexican speaks til it passed the governemnt inspecta good word for the Military Institute
ors. This action is expected to cut
as follows:
The commencement exercises at the the shipments tremendously.
New Mexico Military Institute at Ros
o
well this week, emphasize the fact
ARRANGING
that this Terriatorial institution is the CARSBAD FOR
BIG CELEBRATION.
most successful of New Mexico's
higher institutions of learning. It is From Albuquerque Journal.
not to disparage other schools, when
Rev. E. McQueen Gray, of Carls
it is truthfully said, that the Military bad, who was in Albuquerque Friday,
Institute has succeeded where sonic predicts an enormous success for the
of the others have thus far failed, in big irrigation
celebration,
which is
becoming Territorial in the true sense
of the word, instead of remaining lo to !be held in Carlsbad July 3 and 4 in
cal, a mere appendage of the publir recognition of the completion of the
schools of the community in which it Hondo and Carlsbad government irriis located. However, the Military Ination projects.
stitute has done and is doing morc-tha"I do not believe that the people
that. It takes the boys from ev
ery part of the Territory and moulds of the Territory realize as yet the
them into men who are strong, that significance of this celebration," said
is, strong physically, mentally, mor
ally, who .are sound in body and mind. Mr. Gray. "It is a recognition of the
just such young men as New Mexico completion of the first of the great
needs to do its work in the field, in national reclamation projects, and it
the mines, in the factories, in the means much for New Mexico. The
stores, in offices "high and low. It im- celebration is going to be a good one.
bues them vith a sturdy patriotism
The people of Carlsbad and Roswell
that is a motive power which produce? and of the entire Pecos Valley have
And what higher aim
achievement.
can any institution of learning have gone into it with great enthusiasm.
for its pupils, be it a public school or and it is certain to be a success."
a high grade university? That at the
Military Institute ibook learning is SAM HOUSTON WAS
blended with the practical, physical
FOUND NOT GUILTY.
growth,
mental
development with
Sam Houston, the negro who shot
makes it an ideal college for boys.
preparing them for all works of life, and killed Charley Johnson, is to go
including entrance to the big univer- free. At the last term of court he
sities of the land there to prepare for was tried on the charge of murder
a professional career. But few tho't-fu- l
fathers and mothers will deny that and found guilty. Upon application.
this is just the school for their boy Judge Pope granted a new trial, and
or boys and the only regret is that the last week for the second time he was
nstitute does not nave accommoda driven a hearing before a jury. The
tion enough for all the boys that seek ase was placed in the hands of the
ts training.
ury at five o'clock Saturday eveno
ng, and they returned a verdict of
CAPTAIN RUPPE DISCUSSES
PECOS VALLEY CONDITIONS. 'Not guilty as charged."
From Albuouerque Journal.
Captain Bernard Rnppe, president
Miss Lela Adams Gives Porty.
of the territorial board of pharmacy
Miss Lela Adams, who has been at- returned Friday night from Roswell, ending the Sisters' Academy at Carls
he has been presiding at a ad during the past winter, came
where
meeting of the board which has con- nome Saturday and celebrated her
tinued for several days.
'welfth birthday Saturday afternoon.
"We were called upon to examine by giving a party to her young friends
since
the largest class of candidates
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
the organization of the Board," said Mrs. J. L. Adams, at 221 North Grand
Captain Ruppe. "In all fifteen candi- avenue. The little folks spent a very
dates for certificates appeared, and pleasant afternoon playing games and
of these fourteen were successfully with various amusements and at the
passed.
close nice refreshments of ice cream
"Conditions have never been so fa- and cake were served.
vorable as at the present in the Pecos
many
The little hostess reteived
valley. The whole country is growing nice
among which was
presents,
chief
at
pace
rate
and
the
at a remarkable
a piano from her 'parents and a gold
which it is being settled up is re- watch from
D. V. Crandall.
Her
Considerable damage has
markable.
been done to the fruit crop this year guests were Olive and Lula Amis and
by the late severe frosts, aut there are Eva Everman, Gladys and Ruth Aiken
so many crops in the Pecos valley Grace Ferguson, Stella and GoldieMittie and Alice Turner, Rothat the loss of a portion of the fruit Farmer,
tha and Leo Ditmore, Otto Farmer,
is a comparatively small item.
"I find the keenest interest in the Mable Russell, Willie Wheeler and
political conditions in the territory ev Grace McDaniel. Invited guests deidenced by all the people of the Pecos tained !by illness were Jessie Russell,
valley. They are taking a very lively Elva, Mattie, May and Bud Glover.
interest in what is going on in this
Over the Long Distance 'Phone.
part of the territory, and it can no
longer be charged that the valley is
"Hello, Artesia!"
not a part of New Mexico, for I find
"Hello, Carlsbad!"
that people over there are taking an
water's warm and fine! The
"The
political
even greater interest in the
Hagerman, Dayton and Lake
Roswell,
management
of
situation and in the
territorial affairs than is shown by wood boys are all goin in with ns.
our people in this portion of the ter- and we would like to have you join
-

MISSION DESTROYED

The Missionaries Have Escaped, and
a German Gunboat Leaves for the
Scene of Trouble.
Chinese Troops
on the Way. Americans, So Far as
Known, are Safe.

Swatow, Province Kwantung, China,
Rebellion has broken out at
Wong Kong, in the Uping district of
Ghinchu prefecture. All the civil and
military officials at Wong Kong havt
been assassinated and 'their Yamens
burned.
The revolutionists concentrated for
attack upon the officials without being
molested iby the populace. The milita
ry commander here has mustered the
station guards and started for the
scene of the outbreak.
German Mission Destroyed.
Berlin, May 27. According to dis
patches received here from Shang
hai and Hong Kong, native rioters
have destroyed the German mission
station at Lien Chow, near Pakhoi.
The missionaries escaped. The Ger
man gunboat litis, with marines has
left Hong Kong for Pakhoi, and it
s expected that a British gunboat al
so will be sent.
New York, May 27. Four mission
aries of the Presbyterian Board of
Foreign
Missions are stationed at
Lien Chow. They are: Rev. John S.
Sankle, Rev. Frees Edwards and wife,
ind Miss Elda Patterson. Five Ameri- an missionaries were killed at Lien
Chow October 28. 1905, and the hos
pital and other property destroyed.
Troops Sent From Canton.
Canton, China, May 27. Admiral
A, with two boats loaded with troops
s proceeding to the scene of the up-ising in the Uping district.
May 27.

TRIAL OF JUDGE HARGIS
BEGINS IN KENTUCKY.
Sandy Hook, Ky., May 27. Today
marks the beginning of the trial of
ludge James Hargis, charged with
assisting in the murder of Dr. W. D.
ox, at Jackson in April, 1902. Judge
Hargis, accompanied by his brothers
ind attorneys, arrived yesterday.
The killing of Dr. Cox occurred
Sunday night, April 13, 1902, and was
he first of a series of murders lit
Breathitt county that resulted in the
largises and their alleged henchmen
ieing accused and arrested.
RON SPRINGS HOTEL
AT MANITOU, BURNED.

Colorado Springs, May 27. The fa- tious Iron Springs Hotel at Manitou,
alued at $75,000, was totally destroy-by fire this morning. As the sea
son has not opened, no one occupied
he hotel except John A. Ray, the pro
prietor, his wife and daughter Ada,
lged 17. Miss Ray had a narrow es-ape. The fire is supposed to havj
been caused by defective wiring.
d

-

ritory."

A

FUNERAL
OF MRS. McKINLEY.
Canton, O., May 27. To Jus- tice William R. Day, a life- - 3
long neighbor
and intimate
friend of the martyred Presi- dent McKinley, and Secretary 3
Cortelyou have been left the
details of arrangement for the
funeral of Mrs. McKinley. The
wishes of Mrs. M. G. Barber,
the only surviving sister of
Mrs. McKinley, will be care- fully observed. Steps are be- ing taken to suspend business
during the funeral Wednesday 3
afternoon. The public schools
probably will be dismissed.
The President, cabinet mem- - 3
bers and Vice President and
Mrs. Fairbanks will attend the
funeral, and will be cared for
during their stay In Canton at
the residence of Justice Day.
Mrs. McKinley died at 1:05
p. m. yesterday.
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"
"New
AND CHILDREN FALL
JUST LIKE HOME. To lunch at the
"What? Newkirk? Tes,- - be sure "Grill Cafe" Is to lunch In peace and
BACKWARDS FROM BUGGY.
Mrs. H. V. Van Oeve, aer little sis- and bring him, too. Mullane, Puckett comfort, "just like home." Electric

WOMAN

ter, Winnie Caldwell, and two and a and Reed have all promised to be
half monthB old baby fell backwards good and not tie any knots in his
d
rig at clothes or splash." Carlsbad Argus.
from the rear of a
two-seate-

I

fans to keep you cool. Dont fail to
remember the noon hour luncheon
that we are making our specialty at
only 25c
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FROM THE ENEMY.
The Santa Fe Eagle.
It is an undisputed fact that the
most unmitigated liars sometimes tell
the truth. Surprising as it may seem,
the first issue of the New Mexican
this week heralded to Its readers a
great truth. In the course of an edi
torial concerning fae proposed forma
tion of good government leagues in
New Mexico that paper said: "Every
citizen who is at all acquainted with
politics, and especially New Mexico
politics, knows that this scheme, if
carried into effect, can only redound
to the benefit of the opposers and the
Democratic party and to the injury
of the regular Republican party, its
organization and its principles." We
are delighted to give publicity to the
admission of the New Mexican that
the formation of good government
leagues would redound to "the injury
of the regular Republican party. Its
organization and its principles." The
principles of the Republican party
in New Mexico, as at present const!
tuted, are not in line with good gov
ernment. Just now the Plunderbund
is in control of the Republican party
of New Mexico, and if there is anything on earth that the Plunderbund
does not desire it Is good government.
The masses of the people of New
Mexico are not supporting the Plunderbund this year, and the managers
of. that organization
will have to
hump themselves to save the Repub
lican ship from political shipwreck
next year.

THE AGE OF GRAFT.
iFrom Santa Fe Eagle (Dem.)
Abe Ruef, of the San Francisco
grafters who held up his hands in
holy horror at the idea of being
charged with grafting a few weeks
go, has pleaded guilty, having seen
the futility of attempting a defense.
The Pennsylvania grafters who did
the taxpayers of the commonwealth
oat of nine million dollars in the fur
nishing of the new state capltol are
In trouble, but the New Mexico graft
ers have not yet been put out of bu
ehtesa.
A good start was made In this di
rection by Governor Hagerman. The
printing graft was exposed, and Territorial officials are now required to
have printing done where it is done

the Leading Brands

GO

PRESS.

-

Perhaps you have made a note of the cheapest and to the best advanthe fact that It was while the news- tage.
graft
The Bureau of Immigration
paper gas law of Pennsylvania was
in force the state house grafters got Is a thing of the past, but there are
a variety of other grafts which are
In their work. Bryan's Commoner.
still in a flourishing condition.
As soon as it became apparent to
Unless George Curry enters Into
partnership with the political graft- the ancient order of grafters that the
ers of New Mexico, President Roose- Governor meant really to put them
velt can prepare to listen to more out
of business, they held a council
stories about the republican party of
and began to devise ways and means
that territory being driven to the bow
wows by an "incompetent and un- to Save the Governor removed. With
(Ariz.)
Bisbee
friendly governor."
them it was a fight for existence. They
Star.
were terribly in earnest. The wiping
out
of graft meant to them the Fin
was
he
Mr. Roosevelt declared
"profoundly Indifferent" to the con- ing out of an easy method of exist
demnation alike of the friends of Har- ence, and they set to work with the
iri man or of Haywood.
He was so energy born of desperation. The re
.profoundly Indifferent that it took sult was that the ibetter element of
thirteen hundred words for him to the Republican party was ignomin
express the profundity of his indif- iously beaten In the fight against
graft, and it ias ibeen demonstrated
ference. Columbia, S C, State.
party in New
that the Republican
Now, I am, a believer in iiarmony; Mexico is dominated by grafters. EvI am very fond of It. I am a friend ery grafter in the Territory was fight
of harmony, for I have learned the ing against the Governor, and the
value of it by Its absence In my party Governor was removed by a man who
during recent campaigns. But harmo poses as a reform President.
The fight for good government has
ny is not the most valuable thing
a party can have, and it is a more been well begun in New Mexico, and
It was com
difficult thine to secure than some it must be continued.
me
Republican
by
Governor,
need
a
A
THAT
FIND
I
WHEN
think.
GROUP OP PEOPLE BOAST THAT but his own party repudiated him
THEY THINK ALIKE, I CONCLUDE and now the fight must be carried on
THAT THEY DO NOT THINK AT under other colors. The formation
ALL. for when people think differ of good government leagues in ev
ences of opinion appear. A party can ery county In the Territory should
he perfectly harmonious if there is be commenced at once. There is no
only one person in the party, but even time to lose. The grafters are already
then rue vote must be taken at once, organized and at work. If they are
for he may change his mind. Will- to be defeated at the next election
it is necessary for the friends of
lam J. Bryan.
good government to be up and doing.
AN ADMISSION

All

WASHINGTON AND ALBANY.
New York World.
Mr. Roosevelt is said to be annoy
ed because his overtures for "friendly
relations
Gov. Hughes have been
received with suspicion and resent
ment" The World"s Washington cor

respondent learns that "Hereafter
Gov. Hughes will be left to his own
devices. The President will approve
his suggestions for reform, but go
no further."
There is always room for argument
as to what constitutes "friendly rela
tions (between Washington and Al
bany, but if Mr. Roosevelt confines
himself hereafter to approving Gov
Hughes's suggestions for reform he
will have done all that the most ex
acting reformer can reasonably ex
pect of the busiest man in the world
in most States Mr. Roosevelt's sim
ple approval is more than sufficient
and is regarded as the final test of
governmental righteousness.
If Mr. Hughes has not been wildly enthusiastic over Mr. Roosevelt's
attempts to meddle in New York pol
itics it is not-- because he is deficient
in admiration for the President. But
the Governorship of New York is an
office of no little Importance and re-

may be
sponsibility.
An Incumbent
pardoned if he prefers not to be trans
formed into a sort of an elective Loeb
whose duty it is to transcribe faith
fully all the suggestions, admonitions.
messages and counsel of a tireless
chief.
Mr. Hughes has done all that can
reasonably he expected of a loyal sub
ject. He journeyed to Washington and
stood patiently ibefore the reporters
while the Roosevelt brand was burn
ed into his flank. He took the oath
of allegiance. He has uncomplaining
large
ly accepted a place between
families and peace with righteousness
In the Roosevelt scheme of progre-siv- e
beneficence. If further proof of
good faith is needed, the Governor
would undoubtedly denounce
weak
lings, cravens and mollycoddles. That
ought to be enough to satisfy even
the most exacting Little Father.
Mr. Roosevelt has been Governor of
New York himself. He might not have
been altogether delighted If President
McKinley and Mr. Hanna had under
taken to reduce him to the status of
an Administration messenger boy. Yet
Mr. Roosevelt's affectionate regard for
Mr. McKinley and Mr. Hanna was no
less than Mr. Hughes s affectionate
regard for Mr. Roosevelt.
Moreover, it is not altogether a
matter of Mr. Hughes's "suspicion and
resentment." There are upward of
750,000 Republicans
voters in New
York. They have a traditional preju
dice against being bossed from Wash
ington. They like to have State affairs
regulated from within the state. When
a distinguished fellow citizen has
moved to Washington they prefer that
he should occupy himself solely with
the National Government. New York
ceased to be a crown colony In 1775.
RANGE IMPROVEMENT.
Texas Stockman.
g
of the grazing lands
of the public domain of the west be
fore the creation of the national for
ests, brought many of the ranges into
very poor condition, and many stock
men have requested advice on possible methods of increasing toe forage.
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Company.
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Co.

special agent reporting to Mr. Co
vllle.
Mr. Coville is well fitted to conduct
these investigations in reseeding. the
range, as he has had extensive experi
ence in much other work along the
same line. In 1898
he compiled a
report on sheep grazing in Cascade
mountains for the forest service and
in 1904 in the service of the public
lands commission investigated and
made a report on grazing under state
lease laws. He is a director of the
botanical experiment station of Tuc
son, Ariz., and is lending valuable
service In the bureau of plant indus
try of the United States department

agriculture.
The especial significance of this
new departure lies in the fact that it
shows the forest service is not only
trying to prevent abuse from makin
the range worse but is also taking
active steps to make the range better. Obviously this is of large impor
tance to the grazing industry. All
grazing tends to change the character
of the forage, generally for the
worse, just as. timber cutting tends
to change the character of the forest
for the worse by taking out the most
valuable trees and leaving the poor
er kinds to take their place.
One of the first results of overgrazing is seen in the number of
weeds, which stock either refuse to
eat or avoid as long as anything 'better can be found, and which therefore
go to seed. If the natural grazing
land of the west Is to Ibe made the
most of It must grow the kinds of
forage plants which will give
the
range the highest value per acre to
the stockmen. It is therefore a fact
of considerable interest to the stock
industry that the matter is to be
taken up scientifically to find out in
the light of full knowledge of the re
quirements and the feeding value of
all kinds of plants what it will try
to introduce in the national forests.
In the management of grazing on
some of the ranges the forest service
has found it necessary to greatly re
duce the number of stock in order to
stop the damage from
of
the land. That tms damage has taken
place is admitted by the stockmen
themselves. In attempting to increase
the amount of forage by artifical seed
ing, if possible, the principal ques
tions to be settled are whether it is
practicable to seed these ranges or
any portion of them with seed of
either native or cultivated grasses or
other forage plants, and what system
of range management of both cattle
and sheep will best permit the native
grasses to reseed themselves and thus
increase the carrying capacity of the
range. If the problems can be solved
in the ranges where the investigations
are about to .begin other experiments
will naturally follow in practicallyy
all of the national forests which con
tain range lands.
It is of course not the purpose of
the forest service to promote by these
studies, or in any other way, the in
terests of the stockmen as against
the settler. When the bona fide home
steader is ready to take possession
every right thinking person, whatever
his private interest may be, must
recognize that it is time for the stock
man to get off. This is just as true
of forest as of range. What the forest
service is trying to do is to make
every acre add all that it can to the
general welfare. If it is worth most
for farming, it should be farmed: if
for grazing, grazed; if for timber
growing and water conservation,
it
should be used accordingly. It Is a
simple principle and plainly in the
best interest of the west, yet it has
often been misunderstood
and 'mis
represented.
rtt

over-grazin- g

Texas Bankers on Junket.
Fort Worth, Tex., May 27. Many
financiers from northern states join
ed the North Texas bankers who left
here this morning on a special train
for Corpus Christi, where the annual
meeting of tne Texas Bankers' asso
ciation will be held this week. G. S.
Whitson, of New York, president of
the American Bankers' association,
will be one of the speakers at the
meeting.
The number of bankers
from other states attending the con
vention will be the largest on record.
After Ticket Scalpers.
Norfolk. Va., Mav 27. A motion for
a permanent injunction against Norfolk ticket scalpers was argued today
and will probably be granted.
The
temporary injunction recently granted
by Judge Prentis will expire Thursday
t,ieven railway and steamsnip companies have joined issues in the cru
sade againse the scalpers who have
nocKed to to put them out of business
permanently.

Over-crowdin-

Ladies

Let
Kipling
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The bureau of plant Industry of the
department of agriculture and the
forest service have just joined in co
operative work ta Investigating the
best means to dvelop an Increased
forage crop In the
national forests.
Frederick V. Covllle of the bureau
of plant industry has been placed in
charge of the work of making these
investigations and will report to the
forester in the matter. The fields In
which these investigations will imme
diately begin are located "as follows:
Imnaha National forest. Oregon; Saw
tooth National forest; Idaho, and
Pikes Peak National forest, Colorado. The work hi each forest will he
In charge of a special inspector on
over-graze-

John Kendrlek Bangs' Latest Idea For
Getting the "MultiV in Touch
'
With the People.
"Hullo," said the Idiot, as he bump
ed into the Vaudeville Trust in front
of the Hotel Metropole. "I thought you
were In Europe coralling novelities.
"Just got hack," said the Vaudeville Trust. "Got everything in sight
on the other side, and I am now on
my way down to the Herald Office to
put an ad In next Sunday's paper
offering $1,000,000 for an American
novelty."
"Save your money," said the Idiot.
"Leave the ad out and give me the
million. I've got an idea that'll net
you twice that amount in a year.
"Good. Here's a pass to Flammerstein's on account," said the Vaude
ville Trust. "Now hurry up with your
idea."
"It's this," says Bangs' Idiot, in the
New Board way Magazine, " you have
doubtless observed a sudden awaken
ing on the part of our Barons of Cash
our Long Green Kings, as it were,
They are beginning to talk. Dear old
brother John D. wants to get next to
hoi polloi. Col. Harrlman has resol
ved that the policy of silence is no
longer golden. Hereafter he is going
to tell the public all he knows, and
possibly a lot more, besides. Even
that marvel of reticence. Uncle ,An
drew of Skihibo, is beginning to make
an effort to wiggle into the line of
the public vision."
Trust.
"Yes," said the Vaudeville
"I have observed that."
"In their wisdom they have decid
ed that if there is any exposing to
be done, they, having a greater fami
liarity with their own ways than- any
Ida M. StefTens that ever lived could
hope to have, are really the ones to
do It," said the Idiot.
"If Brother John D. were to hire
the Madison Square Garden for a
month and give an At Home there
twice a day, he'd find it all very differ
ent. He'd fill the house to overflow
ing even if. he charged a small admis
sion fee to cover expenses. Therein
lies the germ of my idea .Why don't
you approach these gentlemen and
get up a Refined Afternoon and Eve
ning of Capitalistic Vaudeville in
which they should all appear? George
street
M. Skiddoo, our Forty-secon- d
Shakespeare, could write a roaring 20
minute farce called "Little Johnny
D. It should contain parts written in
for the Oil King himself and his
Tom Lawson of the Trinity. This
might be followed by a monologue
for E. H. Harriman, made up of rail
road jokes and roasts, or a little 20
minute skit entitled 'Whos a Liar?
A series of Scotch Parodies for Uncle Andrew of Skihibo, with such re
frains as 'I Wadna Dee Rich If
Could,' 'Where is My Wandering
Trust Tonight? 'The Heart That Is
True As Steel,' and 'All Coins Look
Alike to Me,' would !be what William
Winter would call a scream. Young
John D. could sing a version of
'There Was I Waiting at the Church
in a way to bring tears to every eye,
Then, for a chaser, you could ring in
a sort of ventriloquial act of Life In
surance Presidents for good old Tom
Ryan and his dummies."
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COWS KILLED BY WIRE
CLIPPINGS IN BALED HAY
Bulletin No. 128, New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts and Agricultural Experiment Station.
Mr. J. A. Smith, of the El Paso Dairy Co., reports having lost, during the
last three years, about forty milcn
cows as a result of feeding baled hay
which contains scraps of baling wire
Dr. W. H. Harbaugh, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, writing un
der the title of "Injury to tne Heart
by Foreign Bodies." (See Special Report of Bureau of Animal Industry
1892 on Diseases of Cattle p. S9)
states as follows:
"Cattle are addicted to the habit
of chewing and swallowing many ob
jects not intended by nature or man
as articles of food. Every veterinarian
of experience has met with instances
to remind him of this, and it is well
known to butchers. Among the great
variety of things that have thus found
their way into the stomachs of cat
tle, tne following 'have been noticed:
knitting needles,
Gold finger-ringold shoes, table knives, wood leather,
hairpins,
pieces of wire, buttons,
brushes, nails, coins, etc. The more
sharply-pointe- d
objects often pene
trate the wall of the stomach, gradually work their way toward the heart,
pierce the pericardium,
wound the
heart, and prove fatal to the animal
This article also contains a list of
symptoms of this trouble, but lack of
space forbids one quoting further.
Mr. Smith states that considerable
more than 50 per cent of the deaths
in his herd are caused by this wire
trouble, as shown by post mortems.
That the cause is invariably wire
scraps in his case, is shown from the
fact that in each of about 14 post
mortems where careful, search was
made, a scrap of baling wire ranging
from three to seven inches long was
found actually piercing, or in the immediate neighborhood of the heart.
Tracing back along the path travers
ed Iby these wires, Mr. H. R. Blair.
veterinarian in charge of tae herd,
finds that these wires invariably
come from the stomach.
Thus Mr.
Blair has again proven the well
known fact that scraps of metal swal
lowed by COW3, frequently find their
way to the pericardium and cause
death.
How Wire Scraps Get Into the Hay.
Until quite recently it seems to
have been the general idea with dai
rymen where there was an idea at all
on the subject, that the scraps of
wire became mixed with the hay at
the time the bale was opened. It was
supposed that the wire might some
times be accidentally cut inside the
tie in such a way as. to cut off a very
short piece which dropped into the
hay. This occurrence, however, would
B'irely be seldom, and even when It
did occur, the wire would be on the
outside of the flake, and so would
generally drop off before reaching the
manger. Moreover, the El Paso Dairy
Co. has been very careful during the
past year. In seeing to it that their
men cut the wires far from the tie,
s,

tough ' alfalfa

extra

Estimated Lot Per Ton.
Messrs. Smith and Blair iiave kept
complete records of their losses from
the herd of 400 milch cows during the
last few years, aad they find that
the wire trouble is responsible for
an average loss per month," of one
good cow valued at $85.00. To this
herd, they are feeding in the neigh
borhood of 150 tons .baled alfalfa per
month. Some of this hay comes from
Mr. Smith's own ranch, where he has
for years taken precautions to see
that scraps of wire are no longer baled up. He even rejects all the leaves
which collect around the baler, lest
they might by chance, contain scraps
of metal. Then since Mr. Smith Ibuys
hay from a great many sources, it
is probable that much, if not more
than half, of what he buys is tied by
men who, either by accident or
through reason, use the "doubling under" method of tying instead of the
clipping method. The conclusion is
that considerable more than half of
the hay Mr. Smith feeds, is practically free from wire clipping. Thus
it follows that for each 75 tons of
suspicious hay fed, Mr. Smith loses
$85.00 jworth of dairy stock.
Remedy.
The remedy for the future is simple, and absolutely without cost. Hay
men and dairymen need only to acquaint the tiers with the fact that
one man tying ten tons of hay per
day by the clipping method,
allows
enough scraps to go into the hay to
destroy at least $10.00 worth of dairy
stock for every day he works. It
would be well as a further precaution,
to advise the keeping of the splice
wires in a box, and the saving of
all other wire scraps, such as those
removed from around the bundles of
wire. Splice wires by virtue of their
length, are not nearly so dangerous,
however, as the clippings.
In regard to the suspected hay already on hand, the remedy becomes
much more difficult. Where practical,
all such hay should be fed to horses,
sheep, and calves, as these classes
of stock are much more careful about
what they swallow. Bales made up
mostly of leaves should be regarded
as especially dangerous, since they
are most likely to contain the wire
scraps.
If these precautions are carefully
carried out, it is the belief of the
writer that, after the wires already
swallowed by the cows have done
their deadly work, we will hear little or nothing more of the wire trouble.
Mr. Blair mentions that a strong
magnet tied closely to the side of a
suspected cow might draw the piece
of wire away from the heart, and
toward the surface.
GEORGE M. LUMMIS
May 14, 1907.
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Tracked by Bloodhounds.
The Slums of Paris,
colored feature.
"You are the Sweetest Flower
That Grows in Tennesee" Song. Juvenile Chick-e- n
Theives. "Take a Sail in My Boat" Song.
And Others almost as Good.

GROWN-UP-

10 CENTS

S

CHILDREN

5 CENTS

LBanrgaiDLTQ
High grade Tents, Household Goods
composed of Furniture, Commode
Dressers, Bachelor Stoves, Beds and
Bedding.
CALL AT
ONCE.

Spring River Sanitarium

See Our

i

Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
Poplar, Basswood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Before You Buy.

3
CASH

FOR SMALL ADS.

Small ads., under one dollar,
must be paid in advance. We
do this in order to avoid the
keeping of many petty ac- counts.
tf.
RECORD PUB. CO.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Skillman.
42tf
Complete set of house--H- .
FOR SALE:
hold goods.-N809
T. Stanfleld,
Penn.
72t3
8 H .P. gasoline
FOR SALE:
gine. L. K.
108 N. Main
street.
26tf
y
FOR SALE:
Good buggy and
ness, $25.00.
605 N. Main St.
72tf
12 vacant
FOR SALE:
lots on
South Hill, for one-haof actual
value. Carlton & Bell.
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
lots, well located, at
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
FOR SALE:
20 acres,
house,
artesian well, some fruit. Best bargain In the Valley. Carlton & Bell.
FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles of
open woven wire fence:
also
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
phone 347.
07tf.
FOR SALE:
600 acres, fine, level
land, rich soil, 5 miles, from Ros-wel-l,
$700.00 per acre. Carlton &
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CO.
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Carlton & Bell
303 NORTH HAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Belt

FOR SALE:
Five acres on South
Hill, one block from Main street,
at a sacrifice price. Carlton &
Bell.
FOR SALE: Nice house, well locat- ed.artesian water, plenty shade.
Business out of town demands parties attention, will sell cheap. Car
lton & Bell.

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT:
New furnished rooms,
close in, $9.00. Phone 196.
74t3
FOR RENT:
Furnished room with
bath. Inquire at Payton Drug Co.
74t2

TO LOAN.

Every-Bod-

y

Plays Base Ball

These Days.
We have the largest stock f Base Ball Goods in
the city, see us before you buy. Boys we have just
what you want at a price that will please you.
Balls, Bats, Gloves, Masks, etc.

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.
The Home mf the "Victor In

Gulf States Tennis Tourney.
tNew Orleans, May 27. Some of the
MONEY TO LOAN.
CARLTON
best tennis players in the south are
A BELL.
06 tf
taking part in the Gulf states cham$1,250 on real estate.
TO LOAN:
pionship tournament, which was inR. L. & T. H. M ALONE.
58tf
augurated today on the grounds of the
New Orleans Lawn Tennis club. The
WANTED.
courts are in good condition and an
interesting meeting is
WANTED TO BUY.
A first class exceptionally
milch cow. C. P. Shearman.
expected.
The present tournament is the
and that they take care of wire re WANTED:
Waitress at once, at
moved; yet they have been unable
Hagerman, Hagerman, N. M. first of the championship events schHotel
to decrease the loss of cows.
eduled for the South.
74t6.
According to the observations of
Many of the players in the present
one-half
the writer, about
the men WANTED: Lady cook for out of meet will take part in the Southern
clip
who do the tying at the hay baler
The extown. Wages $25 per month with championships at Atlanta.
pectation that Reuben Hunt will reoff short scraps of wire so as to reInquire
board.
at
Roswell
Auto
duce to a more convenient length for
Shop.
S6tf turn to defend his title, and the fact
tying. These clippings of wire bethat the winners in doubles and singcome mixed with alfalfa leaves and
les are to be sent to compete in the
hay under the tier's feet, and are
National championships at the exFOUND.
pense of the Southern Lawn Tennis
then fed into the baler as hay. Now,
cows are extremely fond of these FOUND:
Two brown mules. N. G. association, will draw to the Georgia
leaves, and bo likely gulp them down
Hunter, 3 ml south of hospital. P. capital the pick of the tennis players
wires and alL considering the wires, I O. Box 382.
73t3
of Dixie.

IhwcN."

Iowa State Schutzenfest.
Des Moraes, la.. May 27. Preliminaries hi the thirtieth annual Iowa
state shooting tournament began this
morning on the grounds of the Highland Gun club. Headquarters for visiting sportsmen, who are here from
all over Iowa and surrounding states,
have been established at the
hotel. The tournament will last
Klrk-woo- d

through Wednesday and Thursday.

New England Tennis.
Boston, Mass., May 27. College ten
nis players representing Tale, Harvard
Brown,' Dartmouth, Bowdoin and other famous institutions are participating in the New England iatercolleg-iate'teoni- s
championship meet, which
commenced
this morning on the
courts of the Longwood Cricket club.
A cLd hi
Roswell Trade Directory brings tie
results and keeps your
name; before the peopLa.

ITEMS OP INTERCST FROM'
OVER THE TERRITORY.
The Methodists of Raton have de
cided to 'build a new church, and have
advertised for bids for its erection
The building will cost hi the neighbor
hood of $16,000.

ROSWELL

Trade Directory
Dye Works.

Abstracts.

Mens' Furnishers.

C. DYE WORKS:
Recently estab- E. H. WILLIAMS
Most complete K. lished
CARLTON & BELL.
here. Cleaning and .pressing exclusive Men's'
set abstract books In Pecos Valley, suits
made to order, phone 617.
Pecos Valley.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.

CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
P. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and
4tZ6"
prompt.
BERNARD

Architects.
M. Nelson.
O. C. Nelson.
J. M. NELSON CO., Architects.
Roswell, N. M.
Oklahoma Blk.

Photographers.

Electricians.

ft CO.
Electrical HESS
First class

GUNSUL
303 N. Main,
'phone
141. Agent General Electric Co. All
kinds of electric work.

Contractor,
J.

'

ft CO. The only
Furnish era la the

Successors to Walton
photographs,
enlarge
ments, and views.

Painters

&

Paper Hangers.

E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
hanger. My painting is first class.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
215.
3t26
Swellest

Furniture Stores.

OILLEY FURNITURE CO.
line of furniture In Roswell. See us

Butcher Shops.

for Refrigerators.

Public Service Corporations.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats V.
w. OGLE. Everything from a ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
staple and fancy groceries.
knitting needle to an elephant, also The best light and power. Phone
D. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
Furniture and Hardware.
131 and 150.
Ing but the best. Quality our
motto.
Piano Tuners.

Fire Insurance.

THE

SACRAMENTO
GOOD
MARKET.
TUNERS, like good pianos,
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the R L. & T. H. M ALONE:
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
Office over
place to buy your meat.
First National Bank, phone 262. Let expert piano tuner for both. Oppo
us protect you against loss by fire.
site P. O., 'phone 85.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place
ior good corn ted beef and all oth KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
Represent
Printing
er meats, 123 N. Main st. 'Phone ing nothing but reliable and safe
56.
fire Insurance companies.
Insure PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, comwith us. 303 N. Main St.
mercial stationery, booklets, catalogues. The Daily Record.

Bake Shops.

Grocery Stores.

Racket Store.
Fresh bread cakes
GROCERY
CO. The THE
and pies, made fresh every day. WESTERN
RACKET STORE. Dealer In
leading grocery store, nothing but Notions, China, graniteware and
Special orders for parties, etc
the best.
cooking utensils.
CASH
Klrkpatrick
GROCERY.
Blacksmith Shops.
Real Estate.
Prunty. Prop. Strictly cash. Our
COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate,
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires. groceries are the best.
--

TOME BAKERY.

horse shoeing,
wheel work,
work, and tire setting.

plow

Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.

All kinds of ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
wood work. us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my and wood, we buy hides, phone .:0.
specialty.
ROSWELL
Coal,
TRADING CO.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best.
East Second St Phone 126.- Book Store.

T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
blacksmith! ng and

Harness & Saddlery.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat
est books, stationery and periodi-- l J. F. PATTERSON.
Manufactures
cais.
the finest line of leather goods in
the Pecos Valley.
Halls.

Billiard-Poo- !

Hardware Stores.

Room 8, Texas Block.
CARLTON ft BELL. Do the largest
real estate business in the city. If
you are in tae market to buy or
sell, see us.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
on 5 per cent commission.
KELLAHIN
ft CALFEE. . Real es
tate. Make a specialty on city pro
perty. 303 N. Main St.
GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
tate and Live Stock. Garst Build
ing. Room No. 8.
List your property at lowest possible
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.

BOWLING. BILLIARDS,
POOL ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole
Brunswick
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ) sale and retail hardware, pipe,
menu Geo. B. Jewett. Prop.
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing,
Ready-to-weTHE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
Apparel.
CO. Roswell's growing
hardware
THE
MORRISON
BROS.
STORE.
you
store,
place
Bottling Works.
the
can find
where
just what you want In hardware. Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
for men, women and children. MilKIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
322 N. Main.
So.
linery a specialty.
Main St. Refresh your memory by W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-- I The largest house in the West. Po
by's Best.
lite attention, complete stock and
Seed Store.
right prices. We solicit your busiROSWELL
THE
PRODUCE
ness. First and Main.
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
Building and Loan Associations
garden seed, write for catalogue.
Hotels.
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's
new
KosweH's
uilkesun:
Shoe Stores.
harness store for loans or homes od ihb
hotel, rooms with private bath. All
easy payments.
accommodations
One THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
first class.
Block West of Postofflce.
exclusive
shoe store. Peters and
European
SL CAPITAN HOTEL.
Stetson shoes our specials.
Candy Store.
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c One
block west of depot.
Second Hand Stores.
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest GRAND CENTRAL
HOTEL: New
lta of candies,
shelled nuts, ci
De-management.
I
Woodruff
MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
ft
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally Dealer in new and second hand
ly located.
goods.
HOTEL
SHELBY:
New
maiage
bnawvTi.
SECOND HAND STORE.
Civil Engineer.
ment. The leading hotel of the city. New and second hand furniture,
100-0- 2
N. Main. Hills ft Rogers,
H. KerchevaL Prop.
JAS. LLOYD THOMPSON.
Survey
Prop. Phone 69.
lng. Designing and Drafting. Con ROSWELL HOTEL.
a
Dollar
The
crete work a specialty. All work Day House, 300 feet west of depot. MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
guaranteed. Office, Room 9. Garst
Highest prices paid for second
Building.
12t26
Hand goods. Phone 227.
I

ar

Jewelry Stores.

HARRY MORRISON.
The leadind
Sanatorium
Watches,
Contractors and Builders.
and exclusive
Jeweler.
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
T. R. EVERMAN.
See me before) and hand painted China, Sterling TORIUM, Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
yon build. My estimates are based and plated silverware.
on figures. 25 years experience. Sat L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's ibest Parsons, Manager.
lsfactlon guaranteed. Phone 107.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
painted China, diamonds, etc
Surety Companies.
GARRETT & SPARKS.
Contractors C. FEINBERG Roswell's new Jew
and Buiders. Painting and
me,
N
McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
see
203
Call
R.
H.
eler.
at
and
H
P. O. Box 566 (59 E. 5th. Main St. A swell line of Jewelry. & Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
We repair watches, all work guar
paper-hanging-

.

anteed.

Department Stores.

Tailors.

Lumber Yards.

T

'

&

Brown Dr. T. E. Presley

East 2nd Street
Blacksmiths and Wood

Workmen.
a specialty. Call Pnone
and we will call for and deliver
your work. Every thing first class, or
money ref andnd.
Horse-hoein-

jj

137

OSTEOPATHS
Dr. C B. Huchlnsoa
Dr. flsry B. HatUUnsoM

SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: to IS a. m. S to 4 p.
m Office: Oklahoma Block
.

E

8.

ilrl"trlfli"

LUND

x

LAWYER

Gnrtaate of the Ameriraa School of
OmvopmUtj. Klskrrule MlMoul.
Calf seswcras at al

If you nave a trade proposition of
any kind sea as. Carlton ft Bell.

Record Want Ads. Get Results.

-

S24 N.

Main.

Tllipllf. 7.
J.

tU-t-

VM

&

M. Harvey.

We make a specialty of mixed
bouquets for Memorial Day, $l hp

Alameda Greenhouse.

flervey

LAWYERS
Room o, Texas Block. Phone

gai

x

Telephone 184.

Navajo Block.

2IIW.4lbSL

W.O.

s

A few doses of this remedy will invariably core an ordinary attack of
diarrhoea.
It can always be depended npon.
even in the more severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbus.
It is equally successful for sntnmer
diarrhoea and cholera infantum in
children, and is the means of saving
the lives of many children each year.
When rednced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to ke.
Every man of a family should keep
this remedy in bis home. Buy it sow.

SpecialtyWIialiic Law

Price, 25c.

turn and $7.59 from. Amarillo to arls
OKLAHOMA VETERANS'
r .
LEAVE FOR RICHMOND. bad.
The committee has also left no
Oklahoma City, May 27. The Okla
unturned in Its endeavor to find
homa and Indian Territory divisions stone
and provide accommodations for visof the United Confederate. Veterans itors.
Cots, blankets and pillows will
will 1e well represented at the nation be purchased
in large quantities and
al encampment,, which opens at Rich' all public ibuildings
will be secured in
mond Thursday. A large delegation which to place the cots.
A rate of fifwill
city
tonight
leave
for
this
the
public
was
ty
per
per
since
that
cot,
night, will be
made
cents
it
Ever
Confederate Capital, traveling in a charged and all who furnish beds will
gold had been discovered in the Man
special
train." Brief stops will be be requested to make this rate. A
zano mountains, prospectors
have
made at Little Rock, Memphis, Birm rate of $1.00 was suggested, but the
been flocking to the scene and many
Ingham
and Atlanta, a reception hav Committee was almost a unit against
claims have been staked off.
ing ibeen promised to the new state it.
veterans in the latter city. Dr. John
o
Every effort will be ' made to make
now lies in the
Alfonso Ybaraa
Threadgill, of this city, Maj. General the expense light on visitors and - as
county jail at .Silver City, while his
EARLY SHIPMENTS.
commanding the Oklahoma division many free attractions as .possible will
cousin, Patricio Ybarra is at his home From Artesia News.
For nearly a month, Artesia has is one of the few prominent Confed be provided.
with four knife wounds inflicted by
All other towns seem to be anxious
Alfonso. There is but little chance not only had enough, but has had to erate veterans who is a Republican,
of the recovery of the wounded man. spare, and has shipped several car playing a prominent part in the poli to share honors with Carlsbad, and if
loads of: alfalfa to other less favored tical affairs of that party in Oklahoma the celebration is not a success it
Oklahoma party will arrive in will surprise many. New Mexico Sun
Charles French, negro, of Raton points. This shows conclusively the The
o
will probably
hestitate .before he superiority of an irrigated district Richmond, according to schedule, on
A FEW COMMENTS ON
again attempts to beat his wife. He over the : one that depends entirely Thursday morning.
HAGER MAN'S REMOVAL.
Kansas City, Mo., May 27. 'Kansas
is now in the city bastile because of upon the natural rainfall.
and visitors to the na Kingston, N. Y., Leader.
The fact that we are shipping most Citv delegates
the last attempt and also has a good
encampment
of United Confed
A Rough Rider has superseded Hersized hole in one of his cheeks plac of the alfalfa south, shows that it is tional
ed there by his enterprising wife, who not a question of latitude. We simply erate Veterans will leave here today bert J. Hagerman as governor of New
joined
by
will
at
Louis
ind
be
thr
St.
have the water here at the required
used a revolver.
potime and in sufficient quantities to rest of the Missouri delegation, which Mexico, as he was opposed to the
Anlitical
promises
by
machine
headed
"Bull"
largest
to
recent
be
in
the
serve
are
our
goat
needs,
over
and
the
results
seasoa
for
raisers
The
the
years. The Missouri train will be drews. This would seem to Ibe rather
territory is reported to be a most apparent.
prosperous one. The increase Is reOne good harvest is at hand ; is al nerged with the Louisville train at a tough deal the president has handed
ported to run from 80 to 100 per cent. most over, and we may reasonably the latter city, and will reach Rich out to the people of New Mexico, for
expect at least three more crops more mond Thursday morning. General Jtio
B. Stone, major general commanding "Bull" Andrews was one of the prinA number of the territorial papers abundant than the present one.
Here is to Artesia, surrounded by he Missouri division, has appointed cipal spokes in the old Quay machine
are urging that the sentence of Val- John Francis Davis, of this city in Pennsylvania.
entraa Madril and Alma Lyons, bota big wells and much water, where Mrs.
under sentence of death for murder field and garden products come early as chaperon and Miss Edith V. Hydon,
:be commuted by the acting governor. and stay late, where the harvest moon of Springfield as sponsor of the Mis- Oklahoma City Oklahoman.
It was not many years ago that
and souri party.
shines
four times a season,
Jackson, Miss., May 27. Mississip President Roosevelt in his essay on
The Albuquerque Browns will play where health, sunshine and prosperity
"Civil
Service Reform," declared that
ni will be unusually well represented
the Santa Fe team at Santa Fe on abound twelve months in the year
was the duty of all friends of reit the Richmond encampment of the itform
an interesting
Meomrial Day. and
to watch carefully the course of
united Confederate Veterans this
game of baseball is expected.
CHICAGO RECORD-HERALweek, no reunion in recent years hav public officials, adding: "They should
MAKES BAD BREAK. ing
attracted so much attention and be condemned when they do ill; and
BEGIN TO REVISE THE
A few days ago the Chicago Rec
'nterest among the veterans. A dele attention should be called not only to
LAWS ON JUNE 3
a news item relative gation of over 100 old soldiers will ac- what thy do, but to what they failed
had
The Commission of Law Revision
,
will begin its session in Santa Fe on to "two prominent life Insurance men company Major General Robert Low-ry-di- to do. To an even greater extent, of
commander of the Mississippi
ourse, this applies to the president."
Junes. This Is the Commission author being prosecuted for their misdeeds.
President Roosevelt, therefore, can
ized by the last legislature to pre One was mentioned as Ibeing John R. vision, to the Confederate capital. A
large
has
lo
by
been
fund
the
raised
not reasonably complain at the freetiare a thorough revision of the ter Hegeman, president of the Metropoli cal camp and
Daughters
the
of
the
ritorial laws. The New Mexican says: tan Life Insurance Co., and the other Confederacy to be used in defraying dom with which the press of the conn- ry is commenting upon his errors
The law revision commission is
vested with practically the same pow was F. A. Burnham, head of the Mutual the expenses of worthy veterans who of commission and omission, and they
er as the legislature, although when Reserve Life Company. The former are financially unable to attend thr ire finding plenty of material for both
its labors are finished the construct was mentioned as Ibeing charged with reunion.
of criticism. The president has
Tenn., May 27. Members lines
been very free, even as president, in
ive work must be submitted for ap - forgery and perjury and the latter of Memphis,
Southern
of
team
drill
Cross
the
proval and enactment to the Thirtythe use
vituperative against
will leave today for Rich- who haveof excited his wrath. Hethose
has
eighth Legislative Assembly which with grand larceny and forgery. A Memphis
open
they
where
will
mond,
ball
the
will convene in 1909. The commis history of the two men was given. t the reunion of the United Confed- been merciless.
His open letter calling for the res
sioners will take up section by section The item was apparently straight, erate Veterans. The team is compos
as they go along giving a complete but a bad break was made in select ed of the old Confederates, in their ignation of Governor Jenkins of Ok
history of the various statutes from ing cuts to illustrate the news. A pic gray uniforms, and young girls in lahoma was very bitter, and to a very
the time of their introduction together ture purporting to ibe that of Mr. white, and their drill is expected to ?reat extent without justification. His
upon the governor of New
with decisions rendered by the Terri Burnham was published by the side
one of the features of the encamp- comment
Mexico was equally severe and even
torial .Supreme Court relative to their of another that is ia splendid likeness be
ment.
laoking more of justification.
Gov
constitutionality or interpreation by of J. J. Hagerman. and under the like
o
ernor Hagerman is the best executive
that tribunal. Everything that has ibe- - ness so familiar to Roswell people RENOWNED INDIAN CHIEF
ever
he territory of New Mexico
was the inscription, "J. J. Hagerman."
EN ROUTE TO WASHINGTON had, but the fact that he Ishas
honest
In making up the paper the printer
Moy
a has caused the eastern politicians who
Riding
Norfolk,
27.
Va.,
had evidently gotten the wrong cut.
financial grafts in that territory
substituting the Hagerman engraving thousand miles across the country to have
oay his respects to the Chief Execu- to desire his removal, and Roosevelt
for that of Mr. Hegeman.
obeyed their behests, just as 'he
tive of the Nation is Little Wolf, a full has
did in the case of Governor Jenkins
Brewery Hearing Tuesday.
Wooded Sioux Inrian from the 101 of Oklahoma. In neither case did the
Topeka, Kan., May 27. The Kansas
at Bliss Oklahoma, This jour- president make an investigation that
supreme court will give a hearing to- Ranch
begun in Chicago on the morning would develope the real African in
morrow to the motions of six brewing ney
of May, and the douty war- the woodpile of corruption.
companies, for which receivers have cf theis 5th
riding his favorite ibronco
It is becoming more and more ap
been appointed, to set aside and to rior
from that city to Washington to ex parent .that Roosevelt is impulsive and
quash service of summons upon men tend
to the President an invitation to lacking in discretion and well balanc- alleged to be their agents. The court
His wise actions are
of the 101 d judgment.
wi'.i also hear the application of the be present at the opening Exposition,
more than offset by his mistakes.
at the Jamestown
state attorney general to have receiv- Ranch
His bullying attitude toward Oklaho-- "
event oceured on May 20th.
A cottage for sale? I
ers appointed for four additional brew which 101
The
Ranch has been transported ma is inexcusable. There can be only
ing concerns, including Dick Bros. bodily
from Fort Bliss, Okla., to Nor one finality. Accumulated resentment
have buyers for cottage
Brewing company, of Quincy 111.; Fred
folk. Va., and is now being erected aroused by injustice will result in 'his
Miller Brewing Company, of Milwau on
Exposition grounds, spreading downfall.
homes ranging from
kee: William J. Lemp Brewing com out the
over an area as great as two city
pany, of St. Louis and M. J. Goetz
Governor Hagerman, of New Mexico
1 1000 to $2000. . Give
and with a grandstand, from
Brewing company, of St. Joseph. The blocks,
which the public may witness
the must plead guilty to the charge of not
question as to whether Kansas has pranks
animals and their mani- having ibeen a Rough Rider. Bangor
me a trial if you want
a right to confiscate the property of pulators of the seats
(Me) News.
15,000 people.
that
by
finally be decided
will
brewers
o
to sell.
the United States supreme court, the This is undoubtedly the largest wild
W. M. Bevers left Sunday for Ft.
ever transported Worth,
Anheuser-Busc- h
corporation,
of St. west aggregation
expecting
to
be gone until the
Louis, one of the defendants having from the West to the East, containing
already filed notice of appeal to that over five hundred cowboys, cowgirls first of October.
tribunal. While the recent agitation Indians, and Mexicans, and with a
has resulted in putting the brewers like number of horses, and many bufand wholesalers out of business, the faloes and cows, lassoed on the plains
Pittsburg and brought to the Jamestown Exposaloons of Leavenworth,
and other cities near the Missouri sition to amuse millions.
The President would doubtless be
border are still being conducted with
very happy to find himself the central
little or no attempt at secrecy.
figure of this' company on the day of
In Patterson's Harness Store.
its opening at the Exposition.
New Jersey Championship.
The Indian is attracting according
Trenton, N. J., May 27. The annu
al Central Jersey tennis champion- to reports, much attention along his
come obsolete
because or waving ships are being played today under line of march, being attired in all the
served its purpose such as special leg- the auspices of tne Trenton Country glory of Indian paraphernalia, with
much paint and feathers.
islation will be eliminated as well as club.
The war path at the Exposition is al
all laws that have been repealed.
ready a very lively spot, but when the
Discrepancies in English and Spanish
Attention.
opens and begins to have its
Laws.
We have for sale 20 acres of land big ranch
s
and buffalo chases
there
'Secretary Read has found discrep within the corporate limits of Ros round-upancies in making comparisons of the well. This land is well fenced and in will be much noise from whooping
"forty-fours"
English and Spanish laws and in one cultivation. On the land is an arte Indians, and the snapping of
to break in on the bedlam of
instance has discovered where two en sian well, some fruit trees and a the spielers
ballyhoos.
Already
and
tire sections had been omitted in the good
house. This is a splenA bright bay stallion, with black
bad man with his big gun and like
translation. The Territorial Supreme did proposition at $3,000, or will the
mane and tail. Weight about l,5i0Ib;
big
cowgirl,
wise
sombrero,
and
the
Court holds that the original law gov- trade for good residence. Carlton & also with her ibig gun and fetching 16
hands high. Has fine style and
erns whether passed in Spanish or in Bell.
costume and
complexion, action. Is seven years old and has
English. This ruling was necessary
and the Indian warrior, with his war proven himself a getter of colts of
Proposals for Bridge.
on account of any mistakes that might
paint and tomahawk stroll about the fine size and style.
occur in translating.
The Board of County Commission grounds. But for all their
"In the revision of the laws this
county, N. M., will on
appearance they are very peaceful.
year it is proposed to have the let- ers of Chaves
ters "TR" placed In the margin op- the 8th day of July, 1907, consider
Celebration Progress.
posite the laws introduced in Span- sealed proposals for the construction
Will be stood at $12.50 to insure a
The Executive committee of the
ish, indicating that they are transla- of a public highway bridge, of metal
mare with foal.
met
Celehration
has
with
tions and not original for the conven and concrete, 260 feet long, roadway good success in its negotiations with
Will make the season at Robt. J.
miles east on Second
ience of the lawyers as was done in 16 feet wide, over the Pecos River the railways for redacted rates, a rate McClenny's, 2
street, and who is prepared to take
the first compilation of the laws in at
one
having
fare
of
for
trip
the
round
Hagerman.
near
selected
site
the
1884. Therefore all an attorney will
been obtained for all points between care of mares.
have to do in looking up a certain Chaves county, N. M.
Amarillo and Pecos, while only $7.59
law is to refer to the marginal notes
Each bidder to furnish plans and will be charged from Amarillo
for W.
Urton
and. in addition to getting an abridg specifications at his own expense. round trip tickets to Carlsbad.
For
ed history of the statute in question
north
Points
rate
of
the
Amarillo.
OWNERS.
he will know whether it passed the and a certified check in the sum of will be one fare to Amarillo and re- legislature in the English or Spanish one thousand dollars must accompalanguage. If a translation, he can re- ny each bid to show good faith,
fer to the Sessions Laws to see if checks to be returned to all except
any errors exist.
"The following are the members of the successful bidder, and to him on
the law revision commission. Charles entering satisfactory contract and
A. Spiess. of East Las Vegas, presi- filing approved bond In the sum of
dent; Benjamin M. Read, of Santa Fe, sixty per cent of contract price. Consecretarv; Attorney General George tractor to furnish
all material, labor.
of
W. Prichard, Ralph E. Twitchell.
Las Vegas and Elmer E. Studley of, etc., construct and complete bridge
Raton."
at his own expense. Bridge to be completed in December, 1907, at which
Philadelphia Horse Show.
time one-hal- f
of contract price will be
Philadelphia, May 27. The sixteenth annual exhibition of the Philadel- paid and the other one half to be
v
phia Horse Show association began to paid in June, 1908.
day at St. Martin's Green Wissahickon
All bids must be filed with the Pro
Heights, and will last through the bate Clerk at Roswell, N. M., not latweek. The entries are greater In num- er than 10 a. m., July 8th, 1907.
ber than at any previous show and the
Blue print profile of soundings and
prize list shows an increase of $1,350
over last year. In the aggregate this elevations may be had on application.
The Classified Ads in the Daily Record are read every
year's. pHzes exclusive of the many
The Board reserves the right to
day by thousands who want to buy or sell something.
medals that are offerer! total the mag- reject any and all bids.
nificent sum of $15,000.
The small sum of 25cts. will place your wants before
By Order of the Board,
The program of events for the week
them.
W. M. ATKINSON,
has been enlarged by the addition
of sevent new classes, four of which
Would you rent a house? Tell the Record Readers.
Chairman.
are set aside exclusively for horse Roswell, N. M. May 15, 1907
you sell a horse or cow? Tell the Recoad
Would
marking
he first time in the
dealers,
history of the Philadelphia exhibition
Readers.
For Sale.
that the dealers are given official recognition.
Bids on the old Baptist church,
Of these dealers' classes,
two are for horses In harness over 15
and lot, will be received by
bands 2 inches and two for single hqrs tie undersigned np to June 1st, 1907.
es over 15 hnds 2 inches.
The championship class tor saddle Right reserved to reject say or all
F. DIVERS,
horses has been divided into two bids.
'
divisions, providing for horses below
R. H, KEMP. 62tl2
This
2
15
inches.
hands
and above
gives exhibitors of saddle horses a . Legal Blanks of an Kinds for aala
more equal hance for the ribbca and
has resulted in a great Increase in at the Record Office.
week, is fof

three-gaite-

d

ord-Hera-

,

tlave You

R. H. (VlcCune

Colonel

six-roo-

sun-kisse- d

blood-thirs-e-

W. P. WOOD:
Tailor made suits.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry goods, PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
and pressing, 1186 North
clothing, groceries and ranch sup Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce-- j Cleaning
St.
Main
Phone 409.
plies.
ment. paints, varnish and glass.
LUMBER CO.
Oldest
JOYCE-PRUICO.
Dry
Goods, ROSWELL
Transfers.
lumber yard In Roswell. See us for
Clothing. Groceries, etc The larg
BALLARD.
The Reliable
ROBERT
building
all
kinds
and
of
materials
est supply house in the Southwest.
Transfer man. Down town phone
paint.
Wholesale and Retail.
224. Residence phone 426.
KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us fori
Shingles, etc We treat ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
Lumber,
you right. East 4th St.
Safe and Piano Moving a Specialty.
Drug Stores.
Pnone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
Life Insurance.
ROSWELL DRUG ft JEWELRY CO.
Oldest drug store In Roswell. All CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Undertakers.
things
Denver Col., A Western Co., for thd DILLEY ft SON. Undertakers. Pripeople.
largest
Western
divi
The
prompt service.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters dend payer in the business. See us vate ambulance,
Underfor drugs, wall paper, paints, var- before you buy. no trouble to show ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
nish.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager. takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.

Russell

entries, - A new class, added this
Saddle horses
John Wanamaker has added a $500
cup to the many magnificent trophies
which in previous years have been
awarded as prizes in the various classes. The Wanamaker cup is to become the property of the owner of the
best horse and Appointment shown
In the runabout class. As a social affair this week's show promises to be
a great success, many people prominent in the society of Washington,
Baltimore, New York and other cities
having already arrived.
the- -

Large Size, Soc.

y

Terms

6.

&

Sons,

Let The
ID)a511y Gcoirdl
Seli flft For Yoio

par-soraa-

Record

Ads. Bring Results

Get the Majestic habit.

rnr
UUJ

i

GOT
In The DAILY

RECORD Does Not Cost Money

It Makes

0

Ask our regular advertisers, they will tell you
that advertising: in the DAILY RECORD has largely
contributed to the upbuilding of their business.
To sell your goods you must let the people know
you have them. That is where the DAILY RECORD
comes in, a paper reaching all the people of Roswell
and going into the homes of more Pecos Valley people than any other half dozen papers.
r
B. A. Wiggins, of Artesla, came up
The tiny tots want to see you at
the Juniors' entertainment Friday
this morning on business.

LOCAL NEWS.

George W. La Chappelle, of
Antonio, came in last night.

night.
San

74tf

You won't see moving pictures put
on better anywhere than at the Ma-

Mike Miller, of Longton, Kan., went jestic.
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
south last aight with M. Weil.
o
W. S. Davlsson,
Atkinson
and
T.
W.
Carlsbad,
O.
Cameron,
of
Hon. J.
5c children, 10c grownups. Majestic
today on
were
Hagerman,
here
of
was here today attending court.
C A. Baker went to Portales today
Father Herbert left this morning
on business.
T. R. Chisbolm and little daughter,
for Portales on a two days' trip.
Louise,
of Artesia, spent today In
111
of
Hedgcoxe
Is
Master Weaver
Roswell.
spent
Sunday
typhoid fever.
Mrs. M. J. Hartman
with her children In Lake Arthur.
o
on
J. B. McConnell and family, of HaC L. KnowleB went to Torrance
Judge Jerry Cazier, of Dexter, was german, left today on a trip to Reythe auto today.
a business visitor in the city today. nolds, 111.
o
Boellner,
Eye tested tree at U E
J. A. Edwards, the Lake Arthur
J. D. Christopher, sheriff of Eddy
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.
county, was up from Carlsbad today. banker, was a business visitor here
Saturday.
II. A. Lay returned Sunday mornDon't seii uuiii juu figure with
ing from a trip South.
E. A. Clayton, of Artesia, came up
Second Hand Store. Phone 227.
this morning to spend the day on
P. W. Bushey, of Port Arthur, Tex.,
T. S. Woolsey .Jr., of Flagstaff, A. land business.
is a business visitor here.
T., came in this morning oa business.
L. J. Richardson returned Sunday
L. Durham went to Carlsbad
night to Inspect cattle.
George A. Lipp, went to Riverside from the Sunday school convention
stock yards Sunday to inspect cattle. at Carlsbad.
Mrs. N. T. Brown, of Hagennan,
J. P. White went to Amarillo SunW. A. Finley came up from
was shopping here today.
day to remain a few days on business.
this morning for a short visit
I
o
with friends.
G. T. Creech went north this
George Cazier, landlord of The
on an Inspection trip.
A. R. Cheever
returned Sunday
Schlitz, at Carlsbad, was In the city
morning from a week's business trip
today.
Clark Knight, of Lake Arthur, trans
to Carlsbad.
Change of program tonight. Majestic
acted business here today.
J. S. Crozier and Louis Pipkin, of
Carlsbad, came up this morning to
spend the day.
Ma-kin- 's

Papers (Cheap

Mrs. Oliver Smith returned Sunday
morning from a week's visit with Mrs
J. O. Cameron.
Mr. and Mrs. Doc Wade came up
from Hope Sunday morning for a visit with friends.

Ernest Best and Bruce Conner returned this morning from a few days'
stay in Artesia.
Walter Rogers left Sunday morning
for Texico, where he expects to remain permanently.
Mrs. R. T. Burge returned Sunday
morning from the Sunday school convention at Carlsbad.

Per Hundred

S. W. Holder, who Is doing jury
duty here, spent Sunday night at his
home in Lake Arthur.

Harry Hood is expected today from
Emporia. Kansas, on a business visit
with J. H. Charless.
Miss Orella Caffall came up from
Bpend a week with
Miss Sallie Clements.

Dexter Saturday to

At Record Office

See the "Tempter's Defeat," something new and interesting, at the Ju
74tf
nior entertainment.
F. Vandenburgh, of tills city, left
morning on a trip to his old
home ra Blackwell, O. T.

this

C. A. Porter came up from Hagerman Sunday morning to Bpend two
days with relatives here.

We have for sale, at a bargain, a four horse
power Fairbanks-Mors- e

GASOLINE ENGINE
Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record office,

1.

Mrt. .mile Howeth, came up from
Carlsbad Sunday morning to spend
several days with friends.
L. D. Fort came down from

Arna-rlll-

o

Saturday night for a short visit
wth his mother and sister.
A. Archy, engineer on the P. V. &
N. E., is carrying ills left hand in a
sling as a result of a sprain.

Money.

. Houghton, a oodet
.
the Military institute, left Sunday night for
his home In 3 Paso. He win probably
spend the summer In Old Mexico and
return to the Institute in the falL
$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms
Long time loans, Interest payable annually witn privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbat, Financial
Agent. 303 N. Main. opp. P. O.
.

EvDaEie

Heir Happy

o

The I. O. O. F. Encampment will
E. S. Mundy oame in yesterday from
have
a big time Wednesday night.
his ranch ranch at Hernadez Lake to Work will be followed by a banquet,
spend a few days In town.
which was gotten up this morning by
Harry Thome returned Sunday some of the enterprising members.
he
morning from Hagennan where
has beea looking after his cattle.
Cadet R. C. Dow left last night for
his home in Oro Grande, New MexiH. P. Hobson returned Saturday ev co. He will go to the Jamestown Exening from a trip to Portales in the
position this summer and return to
Interest of the Roswell creamery.
the Military Institute in September.
S. H. Reed, of the Territorial petit
jury, returned this morning from a The Record is in receipt of an invisit with his family at Carlsbad.
vitation to the 14th annual commence
ment exercises of the New Mexico
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Ross left this College
of Agriculture and Mechanic
morning for a summer's trip to New Arts, which are being held this week.
exposition.
York and the Jamestown
o
Nichols,
of Amarillo and
Mrs.
Harry
Col. W. E. Rogers returned last
Miss Opal Franklin, of McKin-ney- ,
night to his home in Lake Arthur af sisterTexas, who were here for a few
days with the family of Otto Hedge-coxe- ,
ter a trip to South McAlester, I. T.
left Sunday morning for
T. F. Cazier returned to Avalon
Dam Saturday night, after spending
A. L. W. .Nilsson returned Sunday
a few days with his family in Roswell
morning from a several days' busi
and Pecos. He
A. F. Gallup, the Immigration man ness visit in Carlsbad
Nilsson and daughter, Miss Elfrom Blackwell, O. T., left Sunday for Mrs.
made a pleasure trip to Hagerman
his home after a short stay in the val len,
Sunday.
ley.
o
C. H. Edwards, proprietor of the
Mrs. E. Durham went to Carlsbad
Sunday
York Store, returned
last night to join her husband, who New
morning from his old home in Southwill be there a week inspecting
ern Texas, where he has been for sev
en weeks on account of the illness of
his son.
H. L. Pollard, of the Military Insti
tute, left on the auto today for his Mrs. T. J. Clegg, of Morrison, O. T.
and son, Walter Coppinger, one of
home in the central part of the
this year's graduates from the Milita
ry Institute, left .Sunday morning for
Colorado Springs, where they will
Misses Stella, Mamie and Rena spend the summer.
Head went to Hernandez Lake Sun
day for a three weeks' visit with Mrs.
Mrs. F. E. Garnett and Mrs. Robert
Rine.
Miller, who have been here for three
weeks visiting friends, left Sunday
D. C. Steele returned Saturday ev for their home in Rock Island, 111.
ening from Amarillo, where he spent They were also visiting Mrs. Chas.
ten days taking orders for enlarged Walten,. of Hagerman.
pictures.

O
A Quick Meal Gasoline
Range Will Do It.

We'll Tell You How.

WATCH AND LISTEN
for
Gronsky's Ice Cream Wagon
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
tours of the city. It can be found on the streets
at all hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

Mrs. J. R. Cazort, who has been
Mrs. Wm. Wildanger, who has been
here
three months with her son, left
weeks,
left
a visitor here for several
morning
this
for her home in Lamar,
this morning for her home, Flint
Ark., taking her son with her. The
Michigan.
young man was here nine months for
Miss Bessie James returned Sunday his health, but was not improved.
morning from Carlsbad, where she
R. R. Smith, who has been here and
has (been attending the Sunday school
at the cement plant of the Oriental
convention.
Cement Plaster Co., near Carlsbad, in
Mrs. S. T. Bitting and daughter, of which he is a stock holder, left Sunday on the auto for Chicago. He is
Carlsbad, passed through this morn- an old schoolmate
of H. P. Hobson.
ing on their way to New York and
Jamestown, Va.
Billie Baibb, who won the prize in
Chas. Dickens, James ltuchauan, SiExperts to Study Salton Sea.
the riding tourney during the cattleo
mon Cameron, and Schuyler? Printengineer
consulting
Grunsky,
G.
E.
Saturday
here,
left
Miss Winnie Metherlin, who has men's convention
ers
all, and practical ones. Also Bayex
night
he
where
America,
for
South
the Reclamation Service, is now at
been at the Military Institute as as- pects to enter
riding and roping con of
ard Taylor, Mark Twain, Amos Cuma
arranging
is
for
he
where
Yuma,
sistant, left this afternoon on the tests that are pulled off on a big scale
conference of the representatives of mins, Bret Harte, Opie Read, are all
auto for Torrance.
there every summer.
plain
as were Artemus Ward,
o
tlhe Weather 'bureau, Reclamation P. V. printers,
Nasby and others.
Department.
Eubrother,
H.
I.
and
Nowlan
Interior
the
Service
Mrs.
and
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Osburn came up gene
Senator Plumb was a printer and
Collinson, left Sunday morning The purpose of this conference is to
from Artesia this morning, Mr. Os for their
old home in Galva, 111., where arrange for a careful observation of so was James Hogg, of Texas. The
Osburn
burn to attend court and Mrs.
they will join Mr. Nowlan and make
leader of science and philosophy, Bento do some shopping.
their home, having given up their res- the climatic conditions created by the jamin Franklin, in his day made his
evaidence in Roswell. Mr. Nowlan re great Salton Sea, and the rate of
boast that he was a printer.
poration of its waters.
O. Z. White, formerly of this city turned to Illinois some weeks ago.
In fact thousands of the most brilbut lately removed to his old home
begin
will
after
observations
These
Miss Inez Funchess, of Columbia the summer floods have passed and liant minds in the country are to be
in Bellefontaine, Ohio, is here with a
party of prospectors.
Miss., is spending a couple of weeks it has been proven that the construc- found toiling in the publishing houses
with her aunt, Mrs. J. R. Coth-ran, tion work done on the Lower Colorado of the large cities and towns. It is
here
C. A. Rex, of Lexington, Mo., has
not every one that can be a printer.
Fairview addition. Miss Funin
arrived to go into business with M. chess expects her mother and brother by the Southern Pacific is strong Brains are absolutely necessary.
runaway
.waters
enough
to
keep
the
Brokerage
Valley
Pecos
Weil In the
the first week in June, when the fam in its bed. As there is no data at
& Commission Company.
Notice to Contractors.
ily will make their home in Roswell.
present available showing the rapidity
The Portales Bank and Trust ComLarge crowds continue to assemble
of evaporation in desert areas the imIt's a The Roswell Cubs defeated the Ala portance of this work cannot be over- pany will receive bids for the erection
each night at the Majestic.
seven
Heights
team
base
ball
pleasant place and they get more to two in a nine inning game at Amus estimated, and will be of great prac- of their building up to June 5th, 1907.
at 4 p. m. This building will be a
than their money's worth.
ement Park Saturday afternoon. Doss tical value ra forecasting weather.
two story, brick 29x80 ft., and plans
battery
were
and
Nelson
Moore
the
City
Knorpp,
over
C.
of Kansas
John
The observations will extend
specifications may be seen at this
cattle owner, and Lee Richards, In- for the winning team and Gayle, Wil a period of several years and all the and
bank, Portales, New Mexico. All bids
spector, went to Riverside Sunday to liams and Rogers did the heavy work
details pertaining to the inland ocean must be accompanied with a certified
for Alameda.
ship out about forty cars of stock.
will be studied.
Since the opening check or bond equal to five per cent
M. M. Brunk, Darius Hicks, C. W. of this desert body of water there has of the bid, and the contractor will be
Beautiful house for sale, 1202 N. Ky.
to give a good and sufficient
6 rooms, strictly
modren, shade Halliburton, J. C. Weaver, George been much discussion throughout the required
in an amount equal to the contrees, shrubbery and nice lawn. Ea Pollock, Ben Brogan, A. R. Parsons, southwest on the effect of the evapor-atio- bond
tract price. It will be necessary for
sy terms. 200 Lea ave., Tel. 534.
T. E. Rlbble, M. C. Singleton and L.
from the Salton Sea upon the all bidders to make a statement as
63t24.
to
time required by them for compleG. Waskom were among the citizens climate of Arizona and New Mexico.
tion of said building. The Directors
Mrs. C. A. Botkin, who has been of Dexter who were here today. Sev
These observations will settle the reserve the right to reject any and
here for two months, left this morn eral of them came as , witnesses in debated question and will be the all bids.
72t6
ing for her home In Kiowa, Kansas the Hicks case.
J. A. FAIRLY, Cashier.
source of valuable information to .the
She expects to return in the fall.
settlers of the surrounding country.
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
Sol and Jim Owens, sons of the late Deming Graphic.
A splendid hotel proposition, a monJoseph
son,
S.
D.
B.
expected
Owens, are
Andrews and
Mrs. A.
from Allen
ey
maker the first day and every day.
returned Saturday evening from a trip Reed, Texas to look after 'cattle inter
Only a Printer.
Don't pass this up. See CARLTON
to their old home at Woodburn planta- ests. Mrs. Owens expects to move
& BELL
tion. Miss. They expect to locate her family to Roswell in July after Prom American Press.
the hearing of the case against Sol
here.
"He is only a printer." Such was
Owens, for killing S. B. Turbyfill after the sneering remark of the leader In
5 FOR 800
Mrs. TJ. S. Hamilton, of Dexter, left Turbyfill had killed Sol's father.
aristocracy,
codfish
a
the
circle
of
5
of
splendid land withacres
o
this morning for a visit at Oakland,
Who was the Earl of StanN. A. Gammon, one of this year's quality.
111., accompanied
in
one
block
of
Main Street for
by her mother, who
from the Military Institute hope? He was only a printer. The '
has been here all winter and lives at graduates
$800.
present
An
left Sunday night for his home in
investment here will
Czar and Duke of Battenburg
Oakland.
Lordsburg, N. M. He hopes to re- are printers, and the Emperor of Chi12
per cent interest.
beat
turn to Roswell in a few weeks to play na works in a printing office almost
& Bell.
Carlton
Misses Iva and Emma Shanks left ball on RosweH s team and has ma;
Sunday evening, the former on a four ny friends here who have the same every day.
weeks' visiting trip to San Antonio feeling about the matter.
William Caxton, the father of EngUncle Pete and Aunt Dinah say,
and the latter to spend Sunday at Hao
lish literature, was a practical prin- "You is 'specially
Friday
invited."
german.
ter.
$
night at the Majestic.
o
74tf
P. WilMrs. J. J. Beck returned Sunday
Ybe 800 above means that What were G. P. Morris, N. Greeley,
morning from the Carlsbad Sunday
lis, James Parker, Horace
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
school convention, reporting that the for $800 we can sell you a 110
convention will be held in Roswell ft. front fot on Main Street if
next year.
n

$800

o

Miss Pearl Popnoe returned

sold in next few days.
to Lake ton & Befl.

Carl

Arthur Saturday night after a week's
visit here. She was accompanied by
Notice of Dissolution.
Miss Neil Bond, who went for a short
Notice is hereby given that the
return visit.
partnership heretofore existing beo
tween W. W. McMeeken and Davis
Miss Bettie Tannehill returned Sat- Hurd, of Roswell, N. M., under the
urday night from Amarillo, where she firm name of McMeeken & Hurd, is
attended the death bed of her neph- on the 23rd day of May, 1907, disson solved by mutual consent.
ew, Carey Boyce, the
(Signed)
W. W. McMEEKEN,
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Boyce.
DAVIS HURD.
April 11, 1907.
C. F. Cox, general manager for the
The business will be continued at
Swift Packing Company arrived Satur
day night from Chicago for a busi- RoswelL N. M., by W. W. McMeeken,
ness visit with the various local rep- who is authorized to settle the affairs
73t3
of the said firm.
resentatives of that Institution.
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The best thirst quencher on earth.

Just received a few fresh Mexican Limes.
Come Quick.

one-year-ol-d
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Lommeadle

Daniel Drug Company
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